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REGIMENT BEGINS WORK
AUSTIN W. SCOTT

In the one-year term that Austin W. Scott spent at Iowa, head of the college of law he gained the esteem of the faculty for his ability in scholarship and executive management. When he chose to go back to Harvard and president of the Y., he was 31 years old.

The campaign through the streets and mail will continue in November. Arrangements have been made to bring here also several leading men of other universities of the middle west, including Jack Wagner, captain of the football team and president of the T. M. C. A. at Illinois; Back, captain of the football team and president of the Y. M. C. A. at Wisconsin; and Schnickn left tackle of the team and president of the T. M. C. A. at Michigan. In all there will be about twenty leaders and speakers from outside Iowa City.

Hilda society will hold a short but important business meeting in Union hall Monday evening, Sept. 27, at 7:30 o'clock.

A rifle of the earliest patent in the present-day type and a rifle which saw use in the Civil war have been donated to the state historical society by F. W. Chamberlain of New Sharon, Ia. Mr. Chamberlain is a former student of the university.

Turkey dinner Iowa Union today.
ENGLERT THEATRE

MONDAY 27 SEPTEMBER

JOHN W. VOGEL'S
BIG MINSTRELS
In the Operatic Farce Comedy
"JA PLAND"

AND THE GARDEN OF THE MIKADO

50 - PEOPLE - 50

FREE STREET PARADE AT NOON
Saturday Noon

POTTY" DRUMMER

50-75 - $1.00

HAWLEY NEARLY SUITED

Cautious coach seeks promise in squad now organized.

First week's practice indicates team will be able to play something good.

BY HAROLD PLACE

"I am fairly satisfied," Coach Joseph Hawley declared yesterday afternoon at the conclusion of the first week of football practice at Iowa. He would say no more but intimated that he felt Iowa had more than an even chance to make things interesting for the state and conference titles this season, providing injuries did not bother the squad.

Nearly fifty men have been working out on Iowa field this past week. The material is the most promising that Hawley has had to work with for several seasons. As a result competition is keen for practically every position on the team.

On early form, the Iowa eleven appears to be slated for a successful season. Of course, which lineup work starts next week the situation may not look so glowing but as present the university rosters are satisfied.

Surprise in Backfield.

At present, the only fixture among the backfield candidates appears to be Gross, quarterback of the last two seasons. It was thought that Gross would be shifted to half to make room for Davis at quarter, but Hawley seems bent on making an end out of the promising star. No other candidates has threatened seriously to displace Gross, and he will hold the pilot position.

At the halves, Kerwick, Lauren, Donnelly, H. and O. Mendenhall and possibly Davis, are locked in a racial match for varsity places. Lauren and Kerwick appear to be the pick of the field at present, but the other candidates are likely to open the calculations at any time. Lauren like the line hard, and fast, will be a valuable man in the backfield because of his kicking. He is likely to take Carberry's place as a punter.

Garretson and Wills have renewed their struggles for the full back position, with neither having a decided advantage yet. Hawley will probably use both of them in a considerable extent.

Tackled as a whole, Iowa should have a strong backfield. The backs will be heavy, as well as fast and powerful.

(Continued on page 4.)
The guard positions will be filled only after a struggle. Gradey Beales, Kelly and Wilson are a trio of guards, any two of which will be able to fill the positions capably. Unless he is shifted to end, Wyland will likely be the choice, however, as he has displayed unusual ability.

Regardless of the final selections made by Coach Hawley the Hawkeyes will be heavier in both the line and guardfield this season than they were last year. In Beales, McKee, Jacobsen, Laun, the result has seven men who can suit the Hawkeyes to end. All are at their peak this year, while Davis have both shown up well, while Davis weighs 150 pounds, Gross and Wallen are weigh 170 to 176 pounds. Gross and Wallen is a set of close, Addison won over Beales, McKee, Jacobsen, Laun, the other sort of shoes.

The election was 'held earlier than usual that the class might go into the Iowa law students' association tor the year 18,

We Invite You to Come to See!

Our greatest pleasure will be in showing you Compare our Shoe Styles and Qualities with the other sort of shoes.